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people remain oblivious to it. That is the miracle of life: the staff became a rapidly 
moving snake. Millions and millions of lifeless atoms or objects are transformed into 
living things all the time, but they do not fill man with wonder and amazement like a 
staff being transformed into a snake. Man lives in a world demarcated by his senses 
and experiences. He cannot go far beyond what he can perceive. To see a staff made 
of wood transformed into a snake that moves quickly was bound to shock his senses. 
He was thus profoundly alert. The hidden aspects of how life first came about and 
the miraculous nature of life springing up at every moment are too subtle to capture 
man’s mind and imagination. This is particularly the case when something becomes 
too familiar; it thus goes unnoticed. 

The miracle of life took place, and Moses was full of amazement, with fear tearing 
at his heart. But the command was given: “Take it up and have no fear. We shall restore it 
to its former state.” (Verse 21) It will once again be a staff. The sūrah does not mention 
Moses’ other reaction, which in another sūrah shows him running away. Here we 
have only a subtle reference to the fear that overwhelmed him. This is because the 
general atmosphere in this sūrah is one of safety and reassurance. It is not to be 
disturbed by speaking about such overwhelming fear that causes a man to run away. 

Thus Moses was reassured, he picked up the snake and it was a staff again, 
regaining its original shape and form. Thus the other aspect of the miracle took place, 
with life departing from a living creature. 

Another command was issued to Moses from on high: “Now put your hand under 
your armpit. It will come out [shining.’ white, without blemish: another sign.” (Verse 22) 
Moses did as he was told. It should be noted that the Qur’ān uses a different 
expression to denote the position where Moses was to put his hand, his armpit. It is 
described as his ‘wing’ which gives an air of freedom of movement and freedom 
from the earth’s gravity. Thus his hand came out shining white, but its whiteness 
indicates no illness or malignancy. This is indeed another sign to be added to that of 
his staff. He is thus made to see some of the great miracles God works out: “We shall 
show you some of Our most wondrous signs.” (Verse 23) When he has seen these with his 
own eyes, he will be reassured and able to carry out his great task with greater 
determination. 

“Go to Pharaoh; for he has indeed transgressed all bounds.” (Verse 24) Up to this point 
Moses was unaware that he was chosen for this very hard task. He has first hand 
knowledge of Pharaoh, since he himself was brought up in Pharaoh’s own palace, 
witnessing his tyranny and how he treated his people with unabating cruelty. Since 
he is now in audience with his Lord, feeling the great honour God has bestowed on 
him, he asks for assistance and reassurance to better execute his mission: “Said 
[Moses]: My Lord, open up my heart [to Your light], and make my mission easy for me, and 
free my tongue from its impediment, so that people may understand what I say. Appoint for 
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me a helper from among my kinsmen, Aaron, my brother. Grant me strength through him, 
and let him share my task, so that together we may extol Your limitless glory and remember 
You always. You are surely watching over us.” (Verses 25-35) 

Requests Granted 

So, Moses requests his Lord to open up his heart, so that the hard task before him 
would be a pleasure to undertake. It would also motivate him to carry on with it 
without impediment. He further prays to God to facilitate his task. When God 
facilitates a task for anyone, it is certain to succeed. For, what can man accomplish on 
his own, unless God facilitates matters for him? How can he achieve success when he 
has only limited ability and deficient knowledge while the road ahead is long, 
difficult and unknown. 

The first thing Moses prayed for was heart reassurance that he would clearly feel, 
and then that God should facilitate things for him. What can man do without such 
help, relying on his little ability and limited knowledge? But Moses requests more to 
help him with his task. He wanted his tongue to be freed so that people could 
understand him easily when he spoke. It has been reported that he suffered from 
some sort of speech impediment. Most probably this is what he means here. It is 
further supported by what he is quoted as saying: “My brother Aaron is far better in 
speech than I am.” (28: 34) The prayer Moses said here was made first in general terms. 
Now he adds details which he feels necessary for the task ahead. 

First he asks for a helper from his own family, and that was Aaron. He knew 
Aaron to be outspoken, courageous and yet someone who could control his feelings. 
Moses himself was passionate and rather hot-tempered. Therefore, he requested his 
Lord for support, letting his brother share in the fulfilment of his task. He realized 
that his task required much glorification of God, constant remembering of Him and 
contact with Him through prayers. Thus we see Moses requesting God to open up 
his heart and facilitate his task, to free him of his speech difficulty, and give him a 
helper from among his family. All this he needed not to carry on the task entrusted to 
him, but rather so that he and his brother could glorify God and remember Him 
often as He should be remembered and glorified. Thus, they would be able to receive 
His guidance, as He is the One who knows their situation best. “You are surely 
watching over us.” (Verse 35) You know our limited resources and our need for Your 
help. 

God, benevolent and compassionate as He is, does not let His guest go back 
empty-handed. Nor does He delay answering his prayer: “Said He: ‘You are granted all 
that you have asked for, Moses.’” (Verse 36) 

Just a simple word, without the need for detail, sums up the positive and 
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immediate response. Moses has been granted all that he requested. The way this 
response is phrased indicates that all that Moses requested became a reality 
immediately. Then, Moses hears his Lord addressing him by name. What is more 
honourable than that God in His majesty should mention one of His servants by 
name? 

This is more than anyone can hope for of God’s grace and compassion. The 
meeting took its time and the address was made in full, with a complete and positive 
response to Moses’ prayer. Yet God’s grace continues to be bestowed in abundance. 
There is no check to slow down or prevent God’s mercy when He grants it. 
Therefore, He gives Moses even further reassurance as He reminds him that His 
grace has been shown to him for a long time. Moreover, every moment longer he 
stays in his Lord’s presence gives him further happiness and greater strength to 
pursue his mission. 

And indeed We bestowed Our favour upon you in a time gone by, when We inspired 
your mother, saying: Place [your child] in a chest and throw it into the river. The 
river will cast him ashore, and one who is an enemy to Me and an enemy to him will 
pick him up.’ I lavished My love on you, so that you may be reared under My 
watchful eye. Then your sister went forth and said [to Pharaoh’s people]: ‘Shall I 
direct you to one who might take care of him?’ Thus did We restore you to your 
mother, so that her mind might be set at ease and that she might not grieve. And 
[when you came of age,] you killed a man; but We saved you from all grief although 
We tested you with various trials. You then stayed for years among the people of 
Madyan; and now you have come here, Moses, as ordained [by Me]; for I have chosen 
you for Myself (Verses 37-41) 

Moses was going to meet the most powerful man on earth, a tyrant who knew no 
mercy. Against him he was to conduct the battle between faith and unfaith. He 
would be in the thick of things, facing all sorts of difficulties, against Pharaoh at first, 
then against his own people whose nature had been corrupted by long subjugation. 
They did not have the necessary qualities to fulfil the mission entrusted to them after 
they were liberated from Pharaoh’s tyranny. Hence, God tells him that he, Moses, has 
been fully equipped for the task, as he was reared under God’s watchful eye, given 
the necessary skills for taking on seemingly impossible tasks, right from the time of 
his infancy. God took care of him in his formative years when he placed him right 
under Pharaoh’s nose, without any other care or support. Yet Pharaoh’s hand could 
not harm him, because it was God who took care of him. He need not worry now 
about Pharaoh’s power, as he still enjoys God’s help and care in his adulthood. It is 
God who has chosen him for His mission. 
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Reminder of Past Favours 

God responded by saying that all Moses’ requests were granted. This was an act of 
grace by the One who is Most Merciful. But with this he is also given a reminder of 
God’s past favours. Such a reminder is certain to reassure Moses that with God’s 
support he can face any power or dictator. “And indeed We bestowed Our favour upon 
you in a time gone by.” (Verse 37) The One who granted him all this protection and 
support will not let him down now. In the past, His favours were continuous, so it is 
unlikely that they will stop now after Moses has been assigned a mission by God. 
The favour mentioned first is that given to his mother which any woman in her 
condition would have needed. Her inspiration then told her: “Place [your child] in a 
chest and throw it into the river. The river will cast him ashore.” (Verse 39) 

We note here that the text describes rough and violent actions: a child being 
pushed into a wooden chest, and the chest thrown into the river. Then the river casts 
the box and the child inside onto the shore. But what then? To whose care will this 
child be entrusted? The answer is: “One who is an enemy to Me and an enemy to him will 
pick him up.” (Verse 39) Amidst all this Moses is also told: “I lavished My love on you, so 
that you may be reared under My watchful eye.” (Verse 39) 

All this is an aspect of divine providence which transforms love and compassion 
into a shield to protect the child from all the blows, waves and currents. None of the 
powers of evil is able to harm the recipient of such love, even though he is no more 
than an infant of only a few days who cannot indicate his needs or express his 
feelings. 

We have in this image a rare contrast between the great tyrannical forces lying in 
wait for the tiny infant and the hard circumstances engulfing him on the one hand 
and, on the other, the flowing compassion guarding him from all fears and 
protecting him against all dangers. His protection comes about as tender love, 
without the need for fighting or confrontation: “I lavished My love on you, so that you 
may be reared under My watchful eye.” (Verse 39) Nothing further can be added to 
explain such gentle, loving tenderness than this most perfect Qur’ānic expression of 
how Moses was reared under God’s watchful eye. How can human expression 
describe a creature reared under such care? The most that we can do is contemplate 
the situation and what it meant for Moses’ development. It is a great honour for any 
human being to have direct divine care for just a moment in his life. What honour is 
then bestowed on one who is reared under such care? Perhaps this is what made 
Moses able to receive this address direct from God. 

Thus Moses is reared under God’s protection right under Pharaoh’s nose, and 
Pharaoh is the enemy of both God and Moses. Thus, as a young child, he is always 
within an arm’s reach of Pharaoh, without any human guard or protector. 
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Nevertheless, Pharaoh’s evil hand is restrained by the fact that God has lavished His 
love on Moses, the child, so that he attracts love by all who see him. Needless to say, 
with Moses being reared under God’s watchful eye, no harm could come to him from 
Pharaoh or anyone else. 

But this is not all. Not only was Moses taken care of, but his mother could not be 
left at home worrying about her child. The two were soon reunited. “Then your sister 
went forth and said [to Pharaoh’s people]: ‘Shall I direct you to one who might take care of 
him?’ Thus did We restore you to your mother, so that her mind might be set at ease and that 
she might not grieve.” (Verse 40) That was part of God’s design. He prevented the little 
baby from taking just any woman’s breast. No wet nurse would breast-feed him. 
Pharaoh and his wife, who had adopted the baby cast to them by the river, were 
searching for a wet nurse, and this became well known. On instructions from her 
mother, Moses’ sister went to them saying that she knew the best woman to take care 
of the baby. [All this is described in detail in Sūrah 28.] She brought them the baby’s 
own mother and he took her breast immediately. Thus, God’s design for mother and 
child was accomplished, for the mother had done as she was told, throwing her baby 
into a wooden chest in the Nile. This action brought the baby to the enemy who was 
killing all Israelite children. Thus, the safety of this child was accomplished by giving 
him to his enemies to remain with them, with no other support or guardianship. 

The next favour Moses is reminded of is his escape after having killed a man: “And 
you killed a man; but We saved you from all grief although We tested you with various trials. 
You then stayed for years among the people of Madyan; and now you have come here, Moses, 
as ordained [by Me]; for I have chosen you for Myself” (Verses 40-41) 

The killing of this man took place some time during Moses’ early adult years, 
having grown up in Pharaoh’s palace. He had gone to the market one day and found 
two people quarrelling, one an Israelite the other an Egyptian. The Israelite appealed 
to him for help, and Moses pushed the Egyptian, but rather too strongly for the latter 
fell and was killed. Moses did not intend to kill the man, but simply to push him 
away. When he saw him dead, he was full of grief. It is good to remember here that 
Moses was brought up under God’s own care, right from his early childhood. Hence, 
it was only natural that he was filled with remorse, blaming himself for over-
reacting. God reminds him here of His favour, as He directed him to seek 
forgiveness, which alleviated his sorrow. 

However, God did not let him simply get away with this without a lesson to learn 
and benefit from in his future task. Hence, He set him the test of fearing the 
consequences of his offence and his subsequent attempt to escape punishment. The 
test took then another form, forcing him to flee the land where he was born and 
brought up, departing alone without friend or companion. Moreover, having been 
brought up in the palace of the greatest ruler of the time, enjoying every comfort and 
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luxury, he now had to earn a living. Thus, he had to serve others, and work as a 
shepherd. 

At the appointed time, when he attained maturity, after passing the tests to which 
God subjected him, and when circumstances in Egypt were most suited, with the 
Israelites subjected to much oppression, Moses was brought in from Madyan. He 
might have thought that he had chosen to travel at that time himself, but the fact of 
the matter was that stated in the Qur’ānic verse: “Now you have come here, Moses, as 
ordained (by Me].” (Verse 40) So his return was at a time God had determined as most 
suitable. 

“I have chosen you for Myself” (Verse 41) Thus, Moses was trained and prepared so 
as to be completely devoted to God’s message and to serving His cause. He was 
purged of all the temptations of this worldly life, so as to be purely dedicated to the 
task God appointed for him. All that had passed in his life was part of his training to 
fulfil the mission that was about to be entrusted to him. Here God tells him that 
neither himself, nor his family, nor anyone else had any claim on his time or services. 
He was chosen by God for whatever God wanted him to do. 

Moses’ Mission Outlined 

Having made this very clear to Moses, God gives him his first instructions: 

Go forth, then, you and your brother, with My signs, and never slacken in 
remembering Me. Go forth, both of you, to Pharaoh; for he has transgressed all bounds 
of equity! But speak to him mildly, so that he may yet take heed, or may be filled with 
apprehension. (Verses 42-44) 

Moses is told to go with his brother Aaron, equipped with the signs God has given 
them. He has seen two of these in the transformation affecting his staff and his hand. 
They are told not to slacken in remembering God, for such remembrance is the best 
equipment and support they can have. Moses is reminded that God protected him 
from Pharaoh and his wickedness even when he was a helpless child, thrown in the 
Nile. Nothing of that hardship caused him any harm. Now that he has completed his 
training, he can approach his task with ease and reassurance, trusting to God’s care. 

As Moses is directed to go to Pharaoh, he is told that Pharaoh has transgressed all 
bounds and resorted to tyranny and oppression. Nevertheless, his instruction is that 
he and his brother are to “speak to him mildly.” (Verse 44) Mild and gentle words 
which do not trigger a hardening of attitude or insolence and arrogance, which is 
commonly adopted by tyrants, may yet reawaken Pharaoh’s heart and alert him to 
the consequences of his actions. Thus, Moses and Aaron were to go about their task, 
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hoping that Pharaoh might take heed, and never despairing of his reform and 
positive response to God’s guidance. An advocate of faith who gives up on people 
and thinks that they never respond positively to his message cannot deliver it in the 
way it should be delivered. Nor is he able to hold on to it in the face of rejection and 
denial. 

God certainly knew how Pharaoh would respond, but taking the necessary 
measures in preaching God’s message is prerequisite. God takes people to account 
after they act, even though He is aware of their actions before they are made. His 
knowledge of future events is the same as His knowledge of the present and the past. 

How to Confront a Tyrant 

So far we have discussed what Moses was told when God addressed him directly 
alone in the desert. The sūrah then takes us across time and place, covering an 
indeterminable period of time and distance, to show us both Moses and Aaron 
expressing their concerns to their Lord about their forthcoming confrontation with 
Pharaoh. They feared most that he might be quick to punish and harm them severely 
when they called on him to believe in God. 

They said: ‘Our Lord! We fear lest he hasten with insolence or tyranny against us.’ 
Answered He: ‘Have no fear. I shall be with you. I hear all and see all. Go, then, you 
two to him and say, “We are the emissaries of your Lord. Let the Children of Israel go 
with us, and oppress them no more. We have now come to you with a message from 
your Lord. Peace to all who follow [God’s] guidance. It has been revealed to us that the 
suffering shall befall those who deny the truth and turn away from it.”‘ (Verses 45-
48) 

For certain, Aaron was not with Moses when his Lord first spoke to him, 
favouring him with a long interactive discourse, clarifying all necessary issues and 
allowing him to ask questions and giving him the answers he needed. The fact that 
now both Moses and Aaron make the reply together, saying, “We fear lest he hasten 
with insolence or tyranny against us”. This, then, suggests that this statement was made 
at a later time. This is part of the Qur’ānic method of skipping over time and place, 
leaving gaps in the scenes and events of a story, which are gathered and understood 
as one reads on. Thus, the Qur’ān concentrates on events, actions and attitudes which 
inspire the reader and listener. 

So, some time after Moses left the place where he received God’s long address, 
close to Mount Sinai, he met with his brother, Aaron. The latter also received God’s 
revelation commanding him to be with his brother and that together they should 
address Pharaoh. Hence, the two together express their concerns to their Lord: “We 
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fear lest he hasten with insolence or tyranny against us.” (Verse 45) They feared Pharaoh’s 
impulsive reaction, which might be too strong, and they feared his tyranny, which 
was much more profound than mere physical harm. In his power, Pharaoh could be 
expected to resort to either of these or to both of them. 

At this point they receive God’s decisive answer which leaves no room for fear or 
worry: “Answered He: Have no fear. I shall be with you. I hear all and see all.” (Verse 46) 
Thus, God Almighty who has power over all creatures and who creates the universe 
and all creatures in it, using nothing more than His will to bring them into existence, 
tells them that He is with them. This should have been sufficient, but God adds to 
this what increases their certainty of help. This is evidenced by the fact that He hears 
all and sees all. What could Pharaoh do against the power of the Almighty, whether 
in a precipitate reaction or a well considered one? 

Coupled with this reassurance Moses and Aaron are given guidance on the form 
of address they should make to Pharaoh and on how to argue their case: “Go, then, 
you two to him and say, ‘We are the emissaries of your Lord. Let the Children of Israel go 
with us, and oppress them no more. We have now come to you with a message from your 
Lord. Peace to all who follow [God’s] guidance. It has been revealed to us that the suffering 
shall befall those who deny the truth and turn away from it.’” (Verses 47-48) 

Thus they should start by stating the foundation of their message: “We are the 
emissaries of your Lord.” (Verse 47) This would give him right from the first moment 
the understanding that it is God who is his and all people’s Lord. He is not the Lord 
of Moses and Aaron, or the Children of Israel alone. It was a superstition of the days 
of pagan ignorance that each group of people, or each tribe, had its own deity or 
deities. Moreover, it was commonly held during some periods of history that 
Pharaoh was a deity, of godly descent, and as such, he was to be worshipped. 

When the basic element of their message was thus outlined, Moses and Aaron 
explained their immediate concern: “Let the Children of Israel go with us, and oppress 
them no more.” (Verse 47) This was the limit of their message to Pharaoh, to save the 
Children of Israel and bring them back to their monotheistic faith. They would then 
lead them to the blessed land which God had assigned to them for settlement, up to 
the time when they would sink into corruption and be destroyed in consequence. 

They further showed Pharaoh a sign to prove that they were telling the truth 
when they said that they were messengers from his Lord: “We have now come to you 
with a message from your Lord.” (Verse 47) They follow this with an element of 
encouragement, hoping that he might respond: “Peace to all who follow [God’s] 
guidance.” (Verse 47) It might be that when he had listened to this that he would 
respond to the greeting of peace and accept God’s guidance. 

They then add an element of implicit warning, in order not to stir his arrogance 
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and hostility: “It has been revealed to us that the suffering shall befall those who deny the 
truth and turn away from it.” (Verse 48) It might be that he would decide not to include 
himself among those who deny the truth and turn away from it. 

We see here how God gave Moses and Aaron reassurance and showed them the 
way to follow. He indeed outlined their course for them so that they would approach 
their task with peace, reassurance and clear guidance. 

At this point the curtains are drawn, only to rise again when we see Moses and 
Aaron in confrontation with the tyrant. 

Calling on a Tyrant to Believe 

The sūrah does not mention how Moses and Aaron were admitted into Pharaoh’s 
presence, but nonetheless they were. For certain, their Lord was with them hearing 
and seeing what took place, and no doubt guiding their communication. But what 
power, and what authority was at the disposal of Moses and Aaron to enable them to 
communicate to Pharaoh, great as he might have been, what God, their Lord, 
commanded them to convey to him? The sūrah paints a vivid picture of the dialogue 
between Moses and Pharaoh, starting with this question and answer: “[Pharaoh] said: 
‘Who, now, is this Lord of you two, Moses?’ He replied: ‘Our Lord is He who gives 
everything its distinctive nature and form, and further guides them.’” (Verses 49-50) It is 
clear that Pharaoh does not wish to acknowledge God’s Lordship, which the two 
prophets had made clear to him saying they were ‘the emissaries of your Lord.’ Pharaoh 
realized that Moses was the main advocate of the message. Hence, he puts his 
question to him: “Who, now, is this Lord of you two, Moses?” (Verse 49) In whose name 
are you addressing me to demand the release of the Israelites? 

Moses replies emphasizing God’s attributes of creation, initiation and providing 
guidance and balance: “Our Lord is He who gives everything its distinctive nature and 
form, and further guides them.” (Verse 50) Thus it is: our Lord is the one who has given 
everything its existence in the form and the nature it has. He then guides each and 
everyone to fulfil their respective roles, providing them all with the means for such 
fulfilment. The Arabic text of this verse uses the conjunctive, thumma, or then, 
separating the creation of everything and imparting guidance to it. This conjunctive 
is rendered in the translation as ‘further’ to indicate the true meaning of the verse. 
There is no lapse of time between creating a creature and giving it guidance. The 
conjunctive is used to indicate the difference in rank between the mere creation of 
something and giving it the necessary knowledge to fulfil its role. Providing such 
guidance is more elevated than leaving creatures to their own devices. 

This description of God given by Moses sums up the highest and most perfect 
attributes of God the Creator who controls everything in the universe. It is He who 
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gives every creature its form, nature and role. When man casts his eye and 
contemplates as best he can this endless universe, he sees the results of what the 
great power of God makes of every existence, great or small, starting with the minute 
atom up to the largest creature, spanning life between a one-celled creature to the 
most sophisticated form of life, i.e. man. 

The great universe is made up of countless atoms, cells, substances, creatures and 
living things. Every atom in the universe interacts, every cell has a life, every living 
being moves, and every creature influences and is influenced by others. But all work, 
individually and collectively, within the boundaries of the laws God has planted in 
their natures and constitutions, without conflict, defect, or slackening at any moment. 
Yet every individual creature is, on its own, a complete world: its cells, organs and 
systems work in accordance with its nature, within the overall law God operates in 
the universe, in perfect order and perfect complementarity. 

Let us leave aside the great universe and look for a moment at each creature on its 
own. Human knowledge and endeavour is limited in its ability to study and 
understand such a creature. We are talking here of studying the characteristics, role, 
illnesses and treatment of creatures in our world. We are not speaking about creating 
these creatures or guiding them to fulfil their respective roles. This is something 
totally beyond man’s knowledge or ability. Man himself is one of God’s creatures. 
God has given him existence in the form he has, and assigned to him his role like all 
other creatures. The One who gives every creature its nature and form and further 
guides them to perform their roles is God, the only deity in the universe. 

Here Pharaoh puts another question: “And what of all the past generations?” (Verse 
51) Where have all those past generations gone? Who was their Lord? What 
happened to them since they died unaware of the Lord Moses spoke about? 

“[Moses] answered: Knowledge of that rests with my Lord alone, recorded in a Book. My 
Lord does not err, and neither does He forget.” (Verse 52) Thus Moses refers all this 
unknown matter to his Lord whose knowledge is perfect, encompassing every single 
detail of every little creature, and who never forgets anything. It is He alone who 
knows about all those generations, their past and future. The realm that lies beyond 
the reach of human perception belongs totally to God, who alone determines the 
eventual outcome of mankind and their life. 

Moses continues to draw Pharaoh’s attention to some of the results of God’s action 
in the universe and how these results affect human life. He selects results which 
could be seen close by, and which were well-known in Egypt with its rich soil, 
abundant water, and plentiful crops and cattle: 

He it is who has made the earth your cradle, and has traced on it paths for you to walk 
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